Abstract -The objective of this work was to develop a scale to assess the severity of postharvest physiological deterioration (PPD) of cassava roots, and to validate this scale for accuracy and reproducibility estimates. A diagrammatic scale (0 to 100%) for the damaged roots was analyzed according to precision, accuracy, and reproducibility. Seven evaluators (four with experience and three without it) quantified the PPD severity, with or without the scale, considering 150 roots with different levels of PPD. Without and with the use of the scale, respectively, the inexperienced evaluators obtained coefficients of determination (R 2 ) from 0.76 to 0.86 and 0.87 to 0.92, and the experienced evaluators obtained R 2 from 0.90 to 0.96 and 0.96 to 0.97. The values of the intercept (a) obtained by both the experienced and inexperienced evaluators who did not use the scale were all significant, while after using the scale, only two evaluators got values that were not significantly different from one. Evaluation reproducibility between the evaluators ranged from 0.61 to 0.91 for the inexperienced ones and from 0.83 to 0.95 for the experienced ones. The proposed diagrammatic scale was considered appropriate to estimate the severity of PPD in cassava roots, and can be used to identify sources of tolerance to postharvest deterioration.
Introduction
Cassava (Manihot esculenta Crantz) plays an important role in the global food diet because of its high energy content, ease of cultivation, relatively low incidence of pests and diseases, tolerance to drought and to acidic soils, and flexibility of harvesting, characterizing it as an important crop for food security in some countries (Sánchez et al., 2006) . However, cassava roots have a short shelf life, due to a rapid process of postharvest physiological deterioration (PPD), which makes it unpalatable and commercially unfeasible 24 to 48 hours after harvesting (Sánchez et al., 2006; Morante et al., 2010) . Besides, during this period, bluish or dark brown vascular streaking symptoms may occur (Salcedo & Siritunga, 2011) . Due to the high perishability of cassava root, caused by PPD, the economic losses are inevitable, negatively impacting the supply of roots as a raw material for fresh or industrial consumption. Losses caused by PPD may occur during various stages of the production chain, making it difficult to estimate the overall losses, although field observations indicate losses of more than 60% when roots have not been taken for processing three days after harvest.
The PPD processes involved the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) related to the aerobic respiration. ROS is able to start the signal transduction cascades which activate defense-related gene expression and immediately cause cellular damage, by rapidly oxidizing cellular components (Zidenga et al., 2012) .
In general, the primary measure to mitigate losses caused by PPD is the improve timing of the harvest, so that the roots are stored from field to commercialization. However, this process requires differentiated crop logistics by producers, which can make them more vulnerable to price fluctuations for cassava root. Other measures have been suggested, such as packing roots in plastic bags or subjecting them to cold storage and protecting the roots with paraffin wax (Cereda & Vilpoux, 2003; Aristizábal & Sánchez, 2007) . Nevertheless, these strategies involve a high cost to cassava production system, making them economically unfeasible.
In contrast, the development of cassava varieties that are tolerant to PPD in the medium and long term is an economically viable strategy. In fact, several studies observed different genotype behaviors for PPD-tolerance (Sánchez et al., 2006; Salcedo et al., 2010; Canto et al., 2013) . Wheatley et al. (1985) suggested the PPD severity can be evaluated by a methodology based on the visual quantification of the symptom distribution by means of a scale (0 to 100%). This symptom scale considers the affected perimeter area by PPD. However, recent observations have indicated that many germplasm accessions do not adequately match the distribution of PPD symptoms. The development of a scale to evaluate the severity caused by PPD helps to minimize the estimated subjectivity by the evaluator, in order to avoid disparity in results. Therefore, it is necessary to develop reliable and easy methods to deal with different PPD symptoms occurring in various shapes of parenchyma tissues. In this context, there is a gap in the development of appropriate tools for PPD evaluation and quantification that are easy and quick to use with high accuracy, precision, and reproducibility. Accuracy represents the closeness between the estimated and true severities. Precision refers to the variation or repeatability that is associated with an estimate, and reproducibility refers to the absence of variation in estimates when the same sample is assessed by another evaluator (Nutter Jr. & Schultz, 1995) .
Similar to what occurs with plant diseases, PPD severity can be visually estimated, but it can be subjected to large errors and subjectivity. Furthermore, several strategies have been proposed to minimize the subjectivity of severity estimates, in which the grading scale stands out because it consists of an illustrated representation of biotic or abiotic stress.
The objective of this work was to develop a scale to assess the severity of postharvest physiological deterioration (PPD) of cassava roots, and to validate this scale for accuracy and reproducibility estimates.
Materials and Methods
For preparing the scale, BRS Formosa cassava roots were collected in the area of Embrapa Mandioca e Fruticultura in Cruz das Almas (BA). Cassava plants were carefully harvested at 11 months to avoid physical damage, and roots were stored in an open shed at room temperature. Roots with 20-30 cm were cut transversely (2 cm) every day, up to 20 days, according to the PPD progress, and photographed with a digital camera (Sony SLT A37K DT 18-55mm).
A total of 150 transverse section images of approximately 80 cassava roots with different levels of PPD severity, which were then analyzed using Assess (The American Phytopathological Society, St. Paul, MN, USA), were selected to determine the full area and the injured area of each root transverse section. These data were used as the true values of severity in the linear regression models, using the formula y = bx + a, in which: y is the predicted score; b is the slope of the line; and a is the y intercept.
To validate the diagrammatic scale for PPD, 150 cassava cross sections, covering different levels of PPD severity (0 to 100%), were used. Disease severity was evaluated by seven evaluators (numbered 1 through 7), four of whom were inexperienced (1 to 4), and three were experienced (5 to 7). Initially, the 150 images with different PPD symptoms were evaluated in percentage of PPD severity in the roots, without using the diagrammatic scale. In the second step, the evaluators used the proposed diagrammatic scale to estimate the PPD severity (Figure 1) .
The accuracy, which represents the proximity degree between the estimated and actual severity, was evaluated by the intercept (a) and by the angular coefficient of linear regression (b). The closer to zero is the intercept for linear regression (a) and the closer to an angular coefficient (b), the greater is the accuracy of the estimates (Mazaro et al., 2006) .
The intercept values that were significantly different from 0 indicate the presence of constant deviations, while values for the segment angular coefficient that significantly deviate from one indicate the presence of systematic deviations. A t test was applied to the intercepts of linear regressions (a) and angular coefficients (b) obtained by all evaluators, to verify whether these values were significantly different from zero and one, respectively. The reproducibility of the estimates was determined by R 2 values obtained from linear regressions between the estimated PPD severity observed by different evaluators combined in pairs. Linear regression, absolute error analysis, and the significance of equations parameters were analyzed by R software version 3.0.1 (R Development Core Team, Vienna, AT). , 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 , and 100% of the injured area.
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Results and Discussion
The severity levels as represented by the proposed diagrammatic scale are 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 , and 100% (Figure 1 ). All the score values were represented on 150 images, which were provided to the evaluators, looking for full representation of the grading scale. Nevertheless, the mean severity of the physiological deterioration was 44%.
In general, the accuracy in the evaluation of PPD symptoms as estimated by R 2 was high with or without using the diagrammatic scale (Table 1) . Without using the scale, the inexperienced evaluators obtained from 0.76 to 0.86 for R 2 values between the real and estimated severity, and the experienced evaluators obtained from 0.90 to 0.96. The combined average of the evaluators was 0.81 for the inexperienced and 0.93 for the experienced ones, with 0.86 overall average. Moreover, using the grading scale for PPD, the R 2 values ranged from 0.87 to 0.92, between the inexperienced evaluators, and from 0.96 to 0.97, among experienced evaluators, with 0.93 overall mean.
Using the PPD scale, the evaluators improved the accuracy levels for severity estimates, as observed by other authors who evaluated dendrophama blight in strawberry (Mazaro et al., 2006) , gray mold in castor bean (Sussel et al., 2009) , and maize white spot (Malagi et al., 2011) . Some studies have shown some variability among evaluators using the same scale; therefore, assessments of accuracy and precision are greatly influenced by the ability of each evaluator to estimate the inherent severity (Nutter Jr. & Schultz, 1995) , and can be affected by factors such as the complexity of the severity to be assessed, as for cassava, and as the different types of PPD in their shapes and colors.
Considering the diagrammatic scale validation, the intercept values (a) by all the evaluators without using the scale differed significantly from zero (p<0.05), indicating that the estimates of PPD severity were overestimated, with the constant presence of positive deviations for all severity levels. Using the rating scale, two evaluators (one experienced and other inexperienced) were more accurate for indicating the severity values caused by PPD (intercept p>0.05). Without using the scale, the average intercept value (a) was 9.21 for inexperienced and 5.38 for experienced evaluators. Moreover, using the scale, the average value of the regression intercept (a) between the inexperienced and experienced evaluators was 4.94 and 2.51, respectively (Table 1) .
Other studies have reported that 60% of the evaluators suffered systematic deviations without using the scale, while after using it, this number was reduced by half (Celoto & Papa, 2010) . In another study with yellow passion fruit, four evaluators who did not use the scale (two experienced and two inexperienced) overestimated the severity of anthracnose in the fruit, while after using the scale, only the two inexperienced evaluators continued to show systematic deviations Table 1 . Intercept (a), angular coefficient (b), and coefficient of determination (R 2 ) of the linear regression equations, as calculated between the real and estimated severity of the postharvest physiological deterioration in cassava roots, measured by seven evaluators with or without the aid of the rating scale. (Fischer et al., 2009 ). There is a natural tendency to overestimate diseases, taking them for granted by the size and number of lesions, which causes several smaller lesions to have higher scores than the fewer larger ones (Vale et al., 2004) . In this case, the score overestimation may be reduced using a diagrammatic scale. Another important aspect is to correct the tendency to overestimate the stress severity by training the evaluators to use the scale (Michereff et al., 2009) . Concerning the angular coefficient values (b), no significant difference (p<0.05) was found among evaluators, regardless of using the grading scale for PPD, which indicates that there were no systematic biases in the deterioration severity estimation. The average value for angular deviation (b) was 0.92, without the use of scale by both experienced and inexperienced evaluators. However, when using the rating scale, the coefficient b was 0.95 in the observation by experienced evaluators, and 0.97 by inexperienced ones, which indicates a significant reduction of systematic errors in the estimates of severity, and improvement of accuracy (Table 1) . Similar results were observed in Isariopsis clavispora in vine (Lenz et al., 2009) , target spot in soybean (Soares et al., 2009) , and Cercospora spot in pepper .
When the evaluation was performed using the rating scale, a significant improvement of the evaluator's accuracy was observed, as the levels of severity were close to the true values obtained by the computer analysis (Figures 2 and 3) . Data dispersion on the foreseen and true severity of PPD, without using the diagrammatic scale, reveals a high dispersion of data among the inexperienced raters (S1 to S4), while only the S1 evaluator showed a higher precision of the estimates (R 2 = 0.86) (Figure 2 ). In contrast, when analyzing data dispersion among experienced evaluators (S5 to S7), the S7 evaluator was the most accurate, with the most precise R 2 of 0.96. Using the PPD scale, a greater precision was achieved by the observations of every evaluator (experienced and inexperienced) than its nonutilization, which can be proved by the highest R 2 of 10% and 7.5% higher values obtained by inexperienced and experienced evaluators, respectively, in comparison to the nonuse of the scale (Table 1 and Figure 3 ). Similar works, such as by Aquino et al. (2008) , identified an increase of 11% in precision for the experienced evaluators and of 15% for the inexperienced ones, when using the scale to assess the Ramularia gossypii in cotton. Similarly, Fischer et al. (2009) observed an increase in the precision of 11 and 22% by experienced and inexperienced evaluators, respectively, after using the scale to assess anthracnose in passion fruit. It was observed in these studies that using the scale among inexperienced evaluators were more advantageous compared to experienced evaluators. The use of scales to assess disease or physiological problems can guide evaluators for recording data, making the evaluation more precise and accurate. Although it does not replace the evaluator's experience and knowledge of characteristic symptoms of a particular pathogen or physiological stress, the use of scales can also improve the efficiency of both inexperienced and experienced evaluators, thereby providing a reference point for comparison (Aquino et al., 2008) .
A reduction of the absolute errors was observed for obtained estimates using the diagrammatic scale, in comparison to the distribution of errors without using the rating scale, as reported by Nascimento et al. (2005) , who studied bacterial canker in grapevine, and found that without using the scale, the difference among the waste reached 73.8%, and after using the scale, it remained at 10%. In another pathosystem (anthracnose in Emperor's stick), errors decreased from 25 to 10% after using the scale (Barguil et al., 2008) .
For errors in quantifying the severity, as represented by the differences between the real and estimated values, the distribution of residuals of the evaluations, as performed without a rating scale by inexperienced evaluators, ranged from -70.0 (Figure 4 D Most of the absolute errors were less than 10%, even when the evaluators did not use the scale to estimate the severity, which shows the good precision of the evaluators' estimates. According to Nutter Jr. & Schultz (1995) , values below 10% in the distribution of absolute errors are considered good for classification in a good grade scale. Using this criterion, only one evaluator (4 -inexperienced) showed absolute errors estimates greater than 10% (13.23), when the grading scale was not used. However, when the scale was used, the same evaluator showed 5.73 absolute errors, which is less than 10%; therefore, there is a decrease in these errors of approximately 43% when using the scale. For most of the inexperienced (1, 2, and 3) and all of the experienced evaluators, using the scale for PPD made it possible to reduce the overall absolute error, compared to the absence of a scale (Figures 4 and 5) .
The presence of absolute errors, even if minimum, in measurements, is common and can be compensated for by the speed and standardization that a rating scale provides (Stonehouse, 1994) . The reproducibility of the evaluation among the evaluators combined in pairs can also be used as a precision indication of an evaluation method (Nutter Jr. et al., 1993) . The determination coefficient (R 2 ) of the linear regression equations in comparison with the evaluators' estimates among themselves was lower without using the diagrammatic scale, ranging from 0.61 to 0.91, and 76% of the cases were ≥0.75. In contrast, when using the scale, the evaluations of PPD severity had higher determination coefficients (R 2 ), which varied from 0.83 to 0.95 and were ≥0.75 in 100% of the cases, similarly to what was found in the validation of a diagrammatic scale for other pathosystems (Martins et al., 2004; Barbosa et al., 2006) (Table 2) .
Regarding the assessment of the severity in pairs without using the scale, the best determination coefficients (R 2 ) were observed by experienced evaluators (5:6; 5:7 and 6:7), with 0.86, 0.91, and 0.91 R 2 , respectively, in comparison to inexperienced raters
(1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 2:3, 2:4 and 3:4), which showed, in most cases, lower R 2 values. The determination coefficient was high in the interaction among experienced evaluators 5, 6, and 7, without using the scale, whose variation was 0.76 to 0.91. These values ranged from 0.84 to 0.95 when this scale was used by inexperienced evaluators (1, 2, 3, and 4), who showed R 2 values from 0.61 to 0.85 without using the scale, and from 0.83 to 0.89 using the scale.
Conclusion
The diagrammatic scale proposed to quantify the severity of the cassava physiological deterioration leads to a significant improvement of the accuracy and reproducibility levels of the estimates; therefore, this scale can be used to study deterioration progression and to evaluate their severity in the cassava germplasm. 
